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D Antigen Studied by I�-1abe1ed Anti-D

By ARTHUR E. BARNES AND RICHARD S. FARR

T HE ISOLATION, chemical characterization and direct measurement of

the D antigen#{176} � of the erythrocyte has not yet been accomplished.

Nevertheless, relative differences in red cell D antigen reactivity have been

serologically estimated by hemagglutination methods,�3 by the direct adsorp-

tion of Ii:�l�labeled globulin from anti-D serum4 and by the adsorption of

specific I131-labeled anti-D eluates.5 These results indicate that there exists

a wide variation in D antigen reactivity among Rh( D ) individuals14’5 and

that the amount of reactive D antigen is influenced by the concomitant pres-

ence or absence of other Rh antigens C,5’#{176}E or e6 and certain Rh chromo-

somes�69 More recent studies have shown an effect of D gene zygosity ( i.e.,

hemizygosity or homozygosity of the D gene ) on the quantitative expression

of the red cell D antigen.5

The present studies were designed to measure the D antigen reactivity of

the red cell with a specific � labeled anti-D eluate and to utilize this sys-

tern in the determination of influence of race, of concomitant non-D Rh anti-

gens and of D gene zygosity on the D antigen reactivity of the erythrocytes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples of blood were anticoagulated with sodium citrate and either used immediately

or stored at 4 C. All studies were done within 5 days of phlebotomy. Erythrocytes were

characterized as to the presence or absence of ABO antigens and Rh antigens C,c,E and

e with commercial antisera.

Blood was obtained from 135 randomly chosen Negro and Caucasian Rh( D) in-

(hviduals. Hemizygosity for the D gene was established in 14 Caucasian donors on the

basis of an nh ( d) mother and a personal or sibling history of hemolytic disease of the

newborn. Twenty Caucasian individuals were selected from the 166 donors and designated

as highly probable D homozygotes on the basis of their Rh(CCDee) phenotype.1#{176}

Erythrodytes from a single, Negro donor of phenotype 0, Rh( cdDee) were obtained
for the preparation of each Il:u�laheled anti-D eluate.f References curves of the I#{176}anti-D

binding capadity of a $tandard D antigen were used in each experiment to compare the

results of the various experiments. The standard D antigen erythrocytes used for the

reference curves were freshly shed from a Caucasian donor of phenotype 0, Rh( CcDee).
The anti-D serum� used for the preparation of the I#{176}anti-D had an indirect antiglobulin
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#{176}#{176}Thefollowing nomenclature for the Rh system is adopted throughout the paper to

facilitate readability: antigens, antibodies and genes expressed as D, C or c, E or e;
phenotype or genotype of individuals, subgroups or populations expressed as Rh( CcDee)

or Rh ( CDe/cde), respectively; a single Rh antigen or gene possessed in common ex-

pressed as Rh(D), rh’(C), etc.

� Obtained from Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., Raritan, N. J.
The I’31-labeled anti-D climate prepared for these studies will be designated I#{176}anti-D

throughout this paper.

§Obtained from Philadelphia Seruni Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa.
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titer of 1 : 12800 assayed by a modification of a method described by Cartwright.1’ Al-

though hemolysins were not detedted, the anti-D serum was heated for 30 minutes at

56 C. to inactivate the complement system. The anti-D serum was iodinated with

preservative and carrier free P3#{176} The radioadtivity was determined with a well

counter.

The red dells were separated from the anticoagulated blood and washed three times
with buffered normal saline.f The washed cells were centrifuged at 2,000 g for 5 mm-

utes and the supernatant removed. A 1.0 ml. aliquot of the packed cells was suspended
in 100 ml. of buffered saline solution to obtain a 1.0 per cent suspension. Other concentra-

lions of red cells were obtained by a selection of appropriate volumes of packed red cells

and buffered saline solution.

Five ml. of the anti-D serum were prepared for iodination by dilution to 25 ml. with

borate buffer$ and precipitated at 4 C. by the addition of 25 ml. of saturated am-

monium sulfate. The precipitated globulin was redissolved with normal saline solution

to 5.0 ml. which then contained approximately 25 mg. protein/ml.
An 0.5 ml. aliquot of the anti-D globulin solution was iodinated with 30 mc. of NaI13’

according to the method of Talmage et al.12 The unbound NaI’31 was removed by con-

tinuous dialysis for 16 hours against a volume of 22 liters of normal saline solution, 2

liters of borate buffer and 100 ml. of 2.0 per cent KI solution.

The 1#{176}anti-Deluate was prepared by an acid elution tedhnic12 in the following way.

The I’31-labeled anti-D globulin was incubated with 8.0 ml. of packed red cells from

the selected type 0, Rh(cDe/ce) donor for 60 minutes at 37 C. The erythrocytes were

then washed 10 to 15 times with buffered saline or until successive washes contained

equivalent amounts of radioadtivity. The red cells with the adsorbed I’31-labeled anti-D
globulin were suspended in 12 ml. of normal saline solution. Citric acid buffer (pH 2.0,

0.2 NI) was added to reduce the pH to 3.2 to effect elution of the 1131-labeled anti-D

globulin from the cells. The red cells were quickly separated from the I#{176}anti-D solution by

centrifugation. The supernatant I*anti�D was immediately neutralized to pH 7.0 by the

dropwise addition of 0.5 N NaOH and the debris removed by centrifugation at 80,000
g for 60 minutes. The final I#{176}anti-D solution contained approximately 100,000 counts

per ml. per minute (0.25 �c./ml.). The I#{176}anti-D was 98 to 100 per cent precipitable

by 10 per cent trichloracetic acid and 90 to 95 per cent precipitable by 50 per cent satur-

ated ammonium sulfate at 4 C.

The procedure used to compare quantitatively the D antigen of erythrocytes obtained

from various donors was standardized as follows. An 0.5 ml. aliquot of I#{176}anti-D was added
to 0.5 ml. of a 1.0 per cent suspension of red cells, in triplicate, in plastic centrifuge tubes

and shaken gently at room temperature for 12 hours. After incubation, 10 ml. of buffered

saline solution was added to each tube and the red cells were packed into a small pellet by
centrifugation at 80,000 g for 15 minutes. The supernatant wash which contained the

unbound, excess I#{176}anti-D was discarded. The tubes were drained dry and the erythrocyte-

bound radioactivity determined. Background and non-specific bound I*anti�D radio-
activity was obtained from a similarly manipulated control tube which contained 1)

negative red cells and was used as a blank. The corrected results of the triplicate de-

terminations were averaged and expressed as the percentage of the added I#{176}anti-D

radioactivity. A sample of original data is presented in table 1.

RESULTS

The results include kinetic studies of the reversible D antigen-anti-D re-

action under specified conditions of red cell concentration, pH and tempera-

#{176}#{176}Obtainedfrom E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York, N. Y.
Prepared by dilution of a 10 per cent stock solution which contained 180 Cm. NaCl,

27.3 Cm. Na2HPO4 and 4.3 Cm. NaH2PO4H2O in 2,000 ml. distilled water (pH 7.4).
Prepared with 6.184 Cm. boric acid, 0.536 Cm. sodium tetraborate and 4.384 Gm.

NaC1 in 1,000 ml. distilled water (pH 8.3, 0.1 M).
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Table 1.-Calculations of the l*Anhi�D Binding Capacity of D Positive RBC

Counts per Minute Per Cent I*anti�D Bound

Per Cent Red Cells Tube Corrected D negative D positive

Added to I5anti-D No. Total Average for bkgd. Total control net

1 6795

None 2 6636 6742 6717

3 6796

1 415

1.0 D negative 2 504 478 453 6.7 6.7

3 438

1 1672

0.5 Dpositive 2 1593 1566 1541 22.9 6.7 16.2

3 1432

1 2728

1.0 D positive 2 2666 2680 2655 39.5 6.70 0 32.8

3 2648

1 4425

2.0 D positive 2 4396 4315 4290 63.9 6.7 57.2

3 4124

#{176}0Per dent I#{176}anti-D bound by 0.5 to 2.0 per dent suspensions D negative cells is

identical.

ture, an immunologic method for the standardized expression of the D antigen

reactivity of erythrocytes and the measurement of red cell D antigen re-

activity of 135 randomly chosen Rh( D) donors and 14 selected D hemizygous

donors.

The specificity of the I*anti�D for the D antigen was shown in three ways.

Each of more than 300 different bloods typed serologically as D positive

bound the I*anti�D; only the D positive bloods of a commercial panel of

red cells** bound the I#{176}anti-D; and various known anti-D sera were capable

of blocking the uptake of the I#{176}anti-D. These findings strongly suggest that

the I#{176}anti-D eluate contained only D antibody and that this D antibody was

capable of reacting with all erythrocyte suspensions detectable as D positive

by routine serologic tests.

Kinetics of the Antigen-Antibody Reaction

The standard conditions of reaction time, temperature, pH and antibody

excess required for the reproducibility of the quantitative D antigen deter-

minations were selected on the basis of the following studies.

The effect of D antigen concentration as obtained from 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0

per cent suspensions of D positive red cells on the reaction time required

to reach equilibrium is shown in figure 1. Equilibrium of the antigen-antibody

system was evidenced in the 0.5 per cent suspension at 8 hours; in the 1.0

� cent suspension at 6 hours and in the 2.0 per cent suspension at 3 hours.
Although the 0.5 per cent suspension of D positive red cells reached equilibrium

In 8 hours, the anti-D excess was increased and the experiments were incu-

bated for 12 hours to assure a final state of equilibrium.

�Supplied as Panocell from Knickerbocker Biosales, Inc., New York, N. Y,
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Fig. 1.-Effect of D positive RI3C concentration and time on the binding of 1#{176}
anti-D eluate.
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TiME IN HOURS

Fig. 2.-Effect of temperature and time on the binding of I*anti�D eluate,

The effect of temperatures of 4, 20 and 37 C. on the time required for

the antigen-antibody to reach equilibrium in a 1.0 per cent cell suspension

is shown in figure 2. Equilibrium was reached within 12 hours at tempera-

tures of 20 and 37 C., but had not been attained within 24 hours at 4. For

convenience, the subsequent experiments were performed at room tempera-

ture (approximately 23 C.).

The effect of hydrogen ion concentration at pH values of 6.3, 7.3 and 8.3

on the I#{176}anti-D binding capacity of 0.5 and 1.0 per cent cells is shown in

figure 3. No significant differences were found in either time required for

equilibration or in the final amount of I#{176}anti-D bound by 0.5 and 1.0 per

cent cell suspensions at these pH values. A pH of 7.3, assured by the use of

a buffered saline diluent, was chosen for all experiments.

That unbound I#{176}anti-D was present in excess during the entire time of

the incubation of the I#{176}anti-D with concentrations of D positive cells over

� 16-fold range is demonstrated by the results presented in figure 4. In this
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Fig. 3.-Effect of pH and time on the binding of I#{176}anti-D eluate.

experiment a constant amount of I#{176}anti-D was incubated at the selected

temperature and pH with 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0 per cent red cell suspensions.

With each increment of cell (D antigen) concentration, there was an at-

tendant increase in the per cent of added I#{176}anti-D bound. Despite this find-

ing, a standard amount of the original unlabeled anti-D serum was added

to assure the presence of a large constant excess of anti-D in the I#{176}anti-D

preparation.

The Standard D Antigen Reference System and the Standard Binding Unit

(S.B.U.) of D Antigen

The standard D antigen reference system was used to compare the D anti-

gen reactivity of the unknown red cell suspensions and to control the slight

variation introduced by different I*anti�D eluates prepared at 2 to 3 week

jntervals. A constant amount of standard D antigen reactivity provided by 0.5,

1.0 and 2.0 per cent suspensions of freshly shed erythrocytes from a single,

standard donor was used to prepare reference Ianti-D binding capacity

curves with each experiment. The data of a single experiment using a typical

I#{176}anti-D eluate and the specified concentrations of red cells from the stand-

ard Rh( D) donor are presented in table 1 and plotted in figure 5.

The standard binding unit of D antigen was arbitrarily defined as the

amount of D antigen reactivity provided by an 0.5 ml. aliquot of a 1.0 per

cent suspension of the red cells from the single, standard donor as measured

by the red cell uptake of I#{176}anti-D under the previously defined standardized

conditions. For example, the data in table 1 has been converted to a standard

binding curve (fig. 5). The 32.8 per cent J0 anti-D uptake by 0.5 ml. of the

1.0 per cent suspension of standard donor cells then represents 1.0 S.B.U.

Hence, with this particular eluate, a 40 per cent uptake by 0.5 ml. of a 1.0

per cent suspension of red cells of unknown D antigen reactivity would be
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Fig. 4.-Effect of D
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Fig. 5.-Standard D antigen reference curve for the conversion of per cent I#{176}anti-
D bound to standard binding units (S.B.U.). The curve is plotted from data pre-
sented in table 1. Each S.B.U. is equivalent to the capadity of 0.5 ml. of a 1.0 per
cent suspension of standard D antigen RBC to bind the I#{176}anti-D.

equivalent to 1.30 S.B.U. The reproducibility and experimental justification

for the use of the S.B.U. method of comparing the D reactivity of red cells

from various donors is presented below.

Evaluation of Experimental Error

This method of D antigen measurement is subject to experimental

error which occurs from the preparation of the 1.0 per cent cell suspensions,

variation in the I#{176}anti-D reaction with the D positive red cells, the removal of

the unbound I#{176}anti-D after incubation and the determination of the radio-

activity. The net variance of these sources of experimental error was estimated

I I

1.0 1.5
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#{176}#{176}Varianceis expressed as the coefficient of variation throughout this paper.
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ELUATE #31
Fig. 6.-Comparison of the per cent I#{176}anti-D bound by 26 D positive RBC sus-

pensions with the use of eluate #31 and eluate #32. The data plots about the

regression line y = 1.00 X and has a coefficient of correlation of r = 0.99.
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BEFORE S1ORt�GE (EXP# 32A)
Fig. 7.-Comparison of the per cent I#{176}anti-D bound by 26 D positive RBC sus-

pensions before and after 6 days of storage at 4 C. The data plots about the re-
gression line y = 0.91 X and has a coefficient of r = 0.96.

by the determination of the quantitative D antigen reactivity on each of

11 similar aliquots from a single blood sample. The 11 suspensions of red

cells tested in triplicate for a total of 33 determinations had a mean D antigen

reactivity of 1.05 S.B.U. with a variance** of 4.6 per cent.

Experimental variation introduced by the use of two different I#{176}anti-D
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Table 2.AtkllySlS of Experimental Variation

Coefficient of Variancet
Principal Source of

Experiments ‘Between Group” ‘Between Within ‘Experi-
Compared Variation groups” groups” mental” Mean S.B.U.

#31 Change in eluate 10.6 33.8 10.6 1.070

#32A

#32A Blood and eluate storage 5.4 30.8 7.4 1.039

#32B

#31 Above combined 6.9 32.8 7.7 1.047

#32A

#32B______ ______-______ _____ _______________________

Q�‘The same 26 RBC suspensions were used for each experiment.

fCoefficient of variance expressed as per cent.

eluates ( eluate #31 and eluate #32) and by the storage of the red cells and

by the storage of I*anti�D eluate was evaluated by three independent

measurements of the D antigen reactivity of 26 different red cell suspensions.

The results of the three experiments are presented in figures 6 and 7 and are

statistically compared in table 2. The variance introduced by the use of

two different I*anti�D eluates, #31 and #32, was 10.6 per cent (“between

groups” in table 2) . The 26 pairs of determinations are shown distributed

around the regression line y = 1.00 x in figure 6. Of particular importance is

the finding that the individual S.B.U. values did not tend to redistribute.

The mean S.B.U. of the group did not change with different I#{176}anti-D eluates.

The variance related to the storage of the 26 red cell suspensions and to

the storage of eluate #32 (“between groups” in table 2) was estimated as

5.4 per cent. The data are shown closely arranged about the regression line

y = 0.91 x in figure 7. The slight depression in the slope of the regression

line is consistent with the change in the mean S.B.U. values from 1.070 to

1.039 and suggests minimal alteration of the red cells over a 10 day period.

In the subsequent population studies, all D antigen reactivity determinations

were made within a 3 to 5 day period after blood collection.

The spread of individual S.B.U. values is reflected in the large “within

group” variance of 30.8 and 33.8 per cent shown in table 2. The “experimental”

variance of the combined experiments is 7.7 per cent and is comparable to

the 4.6 per cent obtained from the analysis of 11 aliquots of blood from the

same source.

Relative D Antigen Reactivity among Caucasians

The mean values of the D antigen reactivity for the Negro and Caucasian

populations i� summarized by Rh phenotype in table 3 and the frequency

distributions of the S.B.U. values plotted in figures 8, 9, and 10. Table 3

shows the “D hemizygotes per D homozygotes,” i.e., the probable incidence of

D hemizygotes per D homozygote as calculated from the known chromosome

or gene frequencies of the various Rh phenotypes according to race.1#{176}Since

the various populations analyzed in this study are small, the estimated in-

cidence of hemizygotes per D homozygote represents only an approximate

order of magnitude.
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#{176}#{176}Meanand standard error of the mean are used throughout this paper.

�- � Table 3.-Comparison of D Antigen Reactivityby Rh_Subgroups

Caucasian Negro

D hemizygotes D hemizygotes
Population by per per

Phenotype No.51 D homozygote� S.B.U4 No. D homozygote S.B.U.

Total Rh( I) ) 102 1.06 1.02 0.034 33 0.74 0.95 0.056

Total rh’( C ) 78 0.46 0.96 0.036 3 0.17 0.90 -

Rh( CCDee ) 20 0.05 0.91 0.052 0 0. 18 - -

Rh(CcI)ee) 37 15.16 0.86 0.040 1 0.84 0.79 -

Rh(CcDE) 21 0.12 1.19 0.082 2 0.66 0.96 -

Total hr’(c) 24 4.80 1.21 0.077 30 0.53 0.96 0.054

Rh(ccDE) 19 4.16 1.21 0.085 12 0.52 1.17 0.091

Rh( ccDee) 5 30.20 1.20 0.166 18 0.53 0.82 0.039

* ‘Number of donors in population.

� Probable indidence of D hcmizygotc donors per D homozygote donor within the

designated phenotypic and racial population under study. Calculated from data com-

piled by Mourant.19

fStandard binding unit.

The 102 Caucasian subjects had a mean of 1.02 ± 0.034* * S.B.U., a probable

incidence of 1.06 D hemizygotes per D homozygote and a monomodal fre-

quency distribution curve with a range from 0.50 to 2.00 S.B.U. ( fig. 8) . A

subgroup of 24 hr’ (c) donors had a mean of 1.21 ± 0.077 S.B.U., a probable

incidence of 4.80 D hemizygotes per D homozygote and a monomodal dis-

tribution of values (fig. 8). The remaining 78 rh’( C) Caucasians had a mean

of 0.96 ± 0.036 S.B.U., a probable incidence of 0.46 D hemizygotes per D

homozygote and a monomodal frequency distribution curve markedly skewed

to the left (fig. 8).

The distribution of D antigen reactivity of Caucasian individuals with

phenotypes Rh( CcDee), Rh( CcDE) and Rh( CCDee) are plotted in figure 9.

The hr”(e) subgroups, Rh(CcDee) and Rh(CCDee) have lower S.B.U.

values similar to the total rh’ (C) Caucasian group and have means of 0.86
± 0.040 S.B.U. and 0.91 ± 0.052 S.B.U. respectively. Subgroup Rh( CCDee),

however, is comprised mostly of D homozygotes with a probable incidence of

0.05 D hemizygotes per D homozygote. In marked contrast, in the mosfly D

hemizygous subgroup, Rh( CcDee), there is a probable predominant inci-

dence of D hemizygotes of 15.16 to each D homozygote. The monomodal

rh” ( E) Caucasian subgroup Rh( CcDE) has a mean D antigen reactivity of

1.19 ± 0.082 S.B.U. which is statistically greater (p < 0.02) than the mean of

the total rh’ (C) Caucasian population. The Caucasian Rh( CeDE) subgroup

is mostly comprised of D homozygotes with a probable incidence more than

eight times that of the D hemizygotes.

Relative D Antigen Reactivity among Negroes

The relative D antigen reactivity of red cells from a group of 33 Negro

individuals which was further subdivided into 18 hr’ ( c) persons of pheno-

type Rh( ccDee) and 12 hr’ (c) persons of phenotype Rh( ccDE) is sum-

marized in table 3 and shown in frequency distribution curves in figure 10.
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STANc*RD BINDING UNITS

Fig. 8.-Frequency distribution of D antigen reactivity of RBC obtained from
102 caucasian Rh(D) donors. The top bar graph shows the total unselected popu-
lation. The lower two graphs represent the hr’ (c) and rh’ (C) subgroups. The arrow
indicates the mean of each curve.

Three rh’ (C) individuals were dropped from statistical consideration. The

total hr’ (c) group and the Rh( ccDee) subgroup had similar means of 0.96

± 0.054 S.B.U. and 0.82 ± 0.039 S.B.U. respectively. A similar probable in-

cidence of 0.53 D hemizygotes per D homozygote favored predominance of

the D homozygotes in both populations. In contrast, the Negro rh” (E) sub-

group with phenotype Rh( ceDE) had a significantly greater (p < 0.01)

average of D antigen reactivity with S.B.U. value of 1.17 ± 0.091, yet an

almost identical incidence of D hemizygotes. Figure 10 suggests a monomodal

distribution for each Negro group or subgroup, although the number of

individuals in each group is too small to be conclusive.

The Gauca�ian D Hemizygote Group

Table 4 lists the individual D antigen reactivities of 14 known D hemi-

zygotes. A mean D antigen reactivity of 1.03 ± 0.052 S.B.U. was similar to

the total Caucasian group. These mean S.B.U. values and that of the probable
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Rh (Cc DE) Subgroup

m = 1.19± 0.082

+
�. .

Rh(CCDee) Subgroup

+ mO.91±0.052
=20

-t ,�,

0.50 0.80 1.10 1.40 170 2.00

STANDARD BINDING UNITS
Fig. 9.-Frequency distribution of D antigen reactivity of RBC from a Caucasian

rh’(C) population and selected phenotypic subgroups. The arrow indicates the
mean of each curve.

D homozygote group, 0.91 ± 0.052 S.B.U., are compared in table 5. No statis-

tical differences in one from the other were found.

DISCUSSION

Wide variation of red cell D antigen reactivity is evident from various

serologic and P31-labeled anti-D eluate studies. A spectrum of D antigen

reactivity was suggested by Renton and Hancock1 as a result of their obser-

vations that red cells from some persons were unexpectedly agglutinated in

saline by “incomplete” anti-D sera. Race and Taylor’5 also observed marked

differences in titers of anti-D sera when the titrations were carried out with
erythrocytes from different normal donors. A fourfold range of capacity of

red cells from a �o�ulatio� of Caucasian individuals to bind P81-labe1ed�
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Fig. 10.-Frequency distribution of D antigen reactivity of RBC from 33 Negro
Rh(D) donors. The top bar graph shows the total unselected population. The lower
two graphs represent the Rh (ccDee amid Rh (ceDE) subgroups. The arrow indi-
cates the mean of each curve.

anti-D was reported by Masouredis5 and again was found in the present

studies. Serologic studies suggest that the great latitude of quantitative D

antigen �reactivity may actually extend in graded fashion to nearly zero as

evidenced by the red cells from Rh( D) individuals.H14 Preliminary studies

with I#{176}anti-D eluates have also indicated that the D antigen reactivity of

variance D” positive cells distributes over the small range between 0.5 and

zero S.B.U.

The report by Masouredis� showed similar ranges of D antigen reactivity

and influence of the C antigen as those presented here. However, the bimodal

frequency distributions of D antigen reactivity apparently related to the D

zygosity of the donor also shown by Masouredis were not shown by the

I#{176}anti-Deluate used in the present studies. This variance between the results

of the two cemparable studies suggests that the reactivity of the P31-labeled

anti-D eluates was different. \Vhether or not quantitative differences in the

I) antigen reactivity among different persons should be attributed to the

inherent differences in the reactivity of the original anti-D serums or to the

preparation of the anti-D eluate is unknown. The various procedures of serum
fractionation. globulin iodination, adsorption of the specific antibody, re-
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Table 4.-Comparison of the D Antigen Reactivity of the 14 D
Hemizygous Caucasians

Donor Phenotype S.B.U.

A. F. CDe/c 0.68

D. B. CDe/c 0.72
j. B. CDE/C 0.78

M. B. cDE/C 0.75

A. B. cDE/c 1.21

A. H. cDE/c 1.11

P. H. cDE/c 1.01

I). H. cDE/c 1.23

L.H. CDE�C 1.08

P. H. cDE/c 1.15

M.H. cDE/c 1.15

E. H. cDE/c 1.11

j. M. cDE/c 1.08

NI. NI. cDE/c 1.32

Mean SE. -� 1.03 ± 0.052

Table 5.-D Antigen Reactivities of Unselected, Hemizygote and
Homozygote Caucasians

Rh (D) Population -Number of Donors S.B.U.**

Total 102 1.02 ± 0.054
Hemizygote 14 1.03 ± 0.054

Honiozygote 20 0.91 ± 0.052

* *Stamm(1�irt1 binding units, mean and standard error of mean.

moval of the nonspecific globulin and elution could each exert a selective

influence in terms of antibody heterogeneity and reactivity.12 To minimize

these selective influences and yet achieve a high degree of specific reactivity

and reproducibility, whole anti-D serum was separated (50 per cent am-

monium sulfate ) into only albumin and globulin fractions and the entire

globulin fraction subjected to iodination. The globulins were adsorbed on

intact red cells rather than fragmented erythrocytes to assure integrity of D

antigen on the red cell surface. Standardization of the adsorption of the anti-D

was facilitated by use of erythrocytes from a single, Rh( D) donor. The

capacity of the I#{176}anti-D eluate to react with all tested D postive red cells,

including the D’ types, suggests that the spectrum of anti-D reactivity pres-

ent in the original serum was not significantly altered by this method of

preparation.

The pre-elution wash and elution procedures exert a major influence upon

the reactivity of the final eluate.12 In the present study a relatively avid

anti-D eluate was anticipated since multiple pre-elution washes and an acid.

elution procedure were employed. This expectation was supported by the

equilibrium characteristics of the D antigen-I#{176}anti-D reaction which included

a 50 to 70 per cent binding of I*anti�D when cells (D antigen) were present

in excess (fig. 4) and the relatively long period of incubation required to

reach equilibrium when the concentration of cells containing D antigen was

0.5 per cent (fig. 3). Other methods such as elution by heat after only a
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few pre-elution washes would be expected to yield antibody of lesser avidity.

The findings of a much lower uptake of 1131-labeled anti-D by high concentra-

tions of D positive cells and the shorter equilibration time in the system re-

ported by Masouredis’6 are consistent with a relatively non-avid eluate which

would be expected from these theoretical considerations.

The use of erythrocytes from a single individual provided the basis for

a standard D antigen reference curve and permitted comparison of the rela-

tive D antigen reactivity of red cells obtained from other subjects on single or

multiple occasions. This D antigen reference system proved to be highly

reproducible, minimized experimental variation and facilitated interpretation

of data. The use of a reference curve as a standard of antigen reactivity also

provides a solution to the problem of quantification which is common to

many immunologic systems. In general, immunologic systems measure anti-

gen reactivity only in relative terms. The measurable antigen reactivity is

dependent upon not only the actual amount of D antigen or number of anti-

gen sites but also the reactivity of the specific antibody and the equilibrium

constant of the specific antibody-antigen reaction. Measurements to provide

absolute quantification of the antigen of the antigen-antibody reaction will

require isolation and chemical identification of the antigen. Thus, the ex-

pression of D antigen reactivity of unknown red cells by reference to a

standard D antigen curve constructed from data obtained from a single

Rh( D) donor was both convenient and experimentally sound.

Previous serologic studies provide evidence that D positive erythrocytes

which also react with anti-D serum tend to have low D antigen reactivity.

Chown and Lewis#{176}reported a very low D antigen reactivity which resembles

that of D” positive cells when erythrocytes from Rh( CdefCDe) or Rh(Cde/

cDE) individuals are tested with anti-D serum. Conversely, increased D

antigen reactivity in cells which lack the C antigen was noted by Stratton

et al.’7 Similar findings were reported by Masouredis5 of an increased binding

capacity of P31-labeled anti-D in D positive red cells which lacked the C

antigen as compared to those which possessed the C antigen. The present

studies in the Caucasians again show a clear influence of the presence of

either the C antigen or the C gene on the red cell D antigen reactivity. This

influence appears to predominate over any discernible effect of the state

of D zygosity. The marked effect of the presence of the C antigen is shown

by a comparison of Caucasian hr’ (c) and rh’ (C) donors. Respite the proba-

bility that hr’(c) populations have nearly an eightfold predominance of

D hemizygotes as does the rh’(C) group, the hr’(c) group in this study had

a significantly greater I#{176}anti-D binding capacity. Thus, predictions of rela-

tive D antigen reactivity on the basis of D zygosity fail to be fulfilled when

the role of the C antigen is considered. This indicates that the effect of D

zygosity is quantitatively less important than the influence of the C antigen

or its determinants. -

Both the E positive cells from the Caucasian subgroup Rh(CcDE) and the

E positive cells from the Negro subgroup (Rh(ccDE) have greater D
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antigen reactivity than their respective unselected Rh( D ) populations. Each

shows an apparent “enhancing” effect provided by either the E antigen on

the D antigen reactivity or the E gene on the D gene expression. The question

of whether or not the E antigen affects D antigen reactivity was raised by

Levine et al.6 who showed that Rh(cDE/cDE ) bloods had higher scores of

agglutinability by saline anti-D serum than Rh( cDE/cde) bloods. Since

either the difference in D zygosity or the difference in E zygosity could

explain the data, the question of their individual effect remains unsettled.

In the present studies the high D antigen reactivity of the Caucasian

Rh( CcDE ) subgroup can also be explained by the predominance of the D

homozygotes. In the Negro subgroup Rh ( ceDE ) no such predominance

exists since the incidence of D homozygotes is nearly equal in all hr’ ( c ) Negro

subgroups. In summary, the E antigen or E gene may exert an enhancing ef-

feet on D antigen reactivity opposite to the suppressive influence of the C

antigen or C gene ii i Caucasians. In Negroes, the E antigen appears to en-

hance the D antigen reactivity.

Quantitative variation in the D antigen reactivity of red cells has been

repeatedly demonstrated by serologic technics’4’69”5 which have provided

only occasional evidence for “gene dosage” effect operative through the D

gene.#{176}”5 Serologic studies of random Rh ( D ) populations have not been re-

ported as in the case of the Fyi’ antigen.18 The family studies of Silber et al.3

suggest that wide differences in the agglutination behavior of red cells from

D homozygous and D hemizygous donors are present within families. How-

ever, Silber indicates that the differences in D antigen reactivity between

selected pairs of D hemizygous persons may be as great as that found be-

tween certain pairs of D homozygous and D hemizygous donors. Levine et

al.#{176}reported that when the C antigen was present, the D hemizygote donors

of phenotype DCe/dce had red cell agglutination scores against saline anti-D

sera which were as high as D homozygote donors of genotype Rh (DCe/

DCe). In all the studies, including those of the present report, the ability

to ascribe D zygosity effect in cells has been obscured by the apparent effect

of the C antigen.

The individual and additive effect of each D gene on red cell D antigen

reactivity was suggested by the bimodal and, in some selected Rh sub-

groups, discontinuous frequency distributions of red cell 1131-labeled anti-D

binding capacity shown by Masouredis.5 In contrast, the frequency distribu-

tion curves of D antigen reactivity in the present study were monomodal.

Marked differences in the average D antigen reactivity among phenotypic

subgroups did occur and tended to skew and distort the frequency distribu-

tion curves of the total populations. The strong effect of the C antigen or

C gene in the Caucasians and the E antigen or E gene in Negroes is shown

by the shifts in the frequency distribution curves. These and other un-

recognized perturbations would obscure any minimal influence the D zygosity

of the donor might exert on the quantitative reactivity or expression of the D

antigen. Thus, while the quantitative effect of D zygosity on red cell D
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antigen reactivity was not discernible within the data obtained, a D zygosity

effect cannot be denied since it might easily have been obscured by the

strong C and E antigen effect clearly present.

SUMMARY

A method for the �reparation of l’31-labeled anti-D eluates (I#{176}anti-D)

specific for the D antigen by adsorption and elution from intact D positive

red cells is presented. A standard D antigen reference system for the quanti-

tatiVO comparison of the red cell D antigen from various donors was developed

on the basis of kinetic studies of the effect of pH, temperature and antigen

concentration on the I#{176}anti-D reaction with the D antigen. The red cell D

antigen determinations of the blood from 33 Negro and 102 Caucasian

donors showed wide monomodal frequency distributions which indicate a

heterogeneity of quantitative D antigen reactivity consistent with previous

serologic and I131-labeled anti-D studies. The average red cell D antigen

reactivity of the 20 probable D homozygote and 14 established D hemizygote

Caucasian donors was similar to the D antigen reactivity of the 102 random

Caucasian donors. The red cell D antigen reactivity was strongly depressed

l)y the C antigen ( or C gene ) in Caucasian bloods and enhanced by the E

antigen ( or E gene ) in Negro bloods. The E antigen (or E gene ) may also

have enhanced the D antigen reactivity in red cells from Caucasian donors,

but the difference in D zygosity provides an alternative explanation for the

results. The marked influence on red cell D antigen reactivity in the presence

of the C and E antigen may well have obscured any lesser influence of D

zygosity.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Es presentate un methodo pro le preparation de eluatos de anti-D con

marcation a 1131, specific pro le antigeno D, per adsorption e elution ab

intacte erythrocytos D-positive. Un systema standard de referentia de antigeno

D pro le comparation quantitative del antigeno D del erythrocytos de vane

donatores esseva disveloppate a base de studios cinetic del effecto de pH,

temperatura, e concentration de antigeno super le reaction de eluato anti-D a

J131 con le antigeno D. Le determinationes del antigeno D erythrocytic in le

sanguine de 33 negros e 102 blancos monstrava extense distributiones mono-

modal de frequentia, indicante un heterogeneitate del quantitative reactivitate

de antigeno D que es in congruentia con le observationes in previe studios

serologic e investigationes de anti-D a 1131. Le reactivitate medie de antigeno

D erythrocytic in le 20 probabile homozygoticos pro D e le 14 establite

hemizygoticos pro D inter le donatores de racia blanc esseva simile al re-

activitate de antigeno D del 102 donatores blanc de selection aleatori. Le re-

activitate de antigeno D de erythrocytos esseva fortemente deprimite per Ic

antigeno C (o le gen C) in sanguine de blancos e promovite per le antigeno

E (o gen E) in sanguine de negros. Le antigeno E (o gen E) ha possibile-

mente etiam promovite le reactivitate de antigeno D in erythrocytos ab
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donatores de racia blanc, sed le differentia in zygositate D provide un simile-

mente possibile explication del resultatos. Le marcate influentia super Ic

reactivitate de antigeno D de erythrocytos in le presentia de antigeno C e E

pote ben haher obscurate omne minus marcate influentia de zygositate D.
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